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Abstract : Information and Communication technology (ICT) produces the enormous data that lead to big
data. The connection between the device to device communications generates a massive amount of data.
There are many systems such as sensor networks, intrusion detection systems, climate change detection
systems, satellite systems and health care systems are producing the massive amount of data, called big data.
Significantly, it will lead to an exponential rise in computational complexity and unpredictability. This paper
presents the new algorithmic approaches to handle the problems of big data, such as the minimal computational
cost, reducing the complexity, overfitting and least memory requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Massive amounts of data are coming from the various sources that are very difficult to manage, process, and
analyze through traditional database technologies [1]. In the instance of [2] and [3] defined big data as characterized
by three Cs: volume, variety, and velocity. The term volume, variety, and velocity were originally introduced by
Gartner to describe the elements of big data challenges.

Volume : It refers to the amount of data which are generated and stored from the various sources.
Variety : It refers to the various types of data collected via Information Communication Technology (ICT),

Internet of Things (IoT), wireless networks and social networks.
Velocity : It refers to the speed of data generation, streaming and aggregation.

Fig. 1. Characteristics of Big Data.
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Big data analytics

An analysis of data can reveal many interesting properties of the data, which can help us to predict the future
characteristics of data. Big Data analytics are the domain which explores the information, insights to the users.
Machine learning techniques are used to classify and predict the future characteristics of data. This is a challenging
task for many organizations, industries, institutions, health care sectors and government agencies. Extraction of
useful information about the different types of data is the major problem in big data [4]. Big Data Classification is
one of the research problem is used for extracting the information from the massive and complex data sets [5,6].
Data are coming from the different sources is called, Data Domain [12].

Fig. 2. Distinction between Regression, Classification and Clustering.

Domain perspective can help us to better understand of regression [7], classification [8], clustering [9],
supervised learning [10], and unsupervised learning [11]. The figure 2 shows the distinction between regression,
classification and clustering. Learning techniques are two types 1) Supervised Learning and Unsupervised Learning
[26]. In supervised learning classes are known and classes and class boundaries are well defined in the given
datasets and learning can be done from these classes, and it is called classification. In Unsupervised Learning
classes are not known and class boundaries are not defined, the class labels themselves are learned and classes are
defined based on that labels, and it is called it is called clustering.

2. CLASIFICATION TECHNIQUES

Classification models are classified into three types 1) Mathematical Model (e.g., support vector machine)
[13]. 2) Hierarchical Models (e.g., Decision Tree and Random Forest) [14,15]. 3) Layered Models (e.g., Deep
Learning) [16].

Support Vector Machine

Traditional classification approaches are having poor performance when working with huge amount of data,
but support vector machine is avoiding the problems of representing huge amount of data. Support vector machines
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are divided into linear and nonlinear SVMs [7]. It provides proper and accurate massive amount of data and
compromising the classifier complexity and errors can be controlled explicitly.SVM[25] kernel can be applied
directly to data without the need for the feature extraction process. SVM is an efficient model to handle the
complex data and solving the problem of overfitting.

SVM[25] is not that much scalable, on large data sets because it takes a more amount of time for multiple
scanning of data sets and it is too expensive to perform. Clustering based SVM (CB-SVM) is used to overcome
the problems of SVM. It provides scalability and reliability of SVM classification [18]. CB-SVM is scalable when
the efficiency of training, maximizing the performance of SVMs.

Decision Tree

Decision Tree can be used to filter the handle the massive amount of data. It can have satisfactory and
accuracy of these data sets, which can be trained fast and provide sound results on those classifications of data
[17].

The approach of Decision Tree is to break a large set of data set into n partitions, then learn a DT in each of
the n partitions. Creation of final DT is pruning the tree removes nodes that do not provide accuracy in classification
results due to reduced size tree. The limitations of Decision Tree are building a Decision tree is a time consuming
process when the available data set is huge and the communication cost is minimized. C4.5 algorithm with map
Reducing model can be used to overcome the limitations of Decision Tree [19].

Random Forest

Random forest is a supervised learning technique, which integrates sampling, subspace approach and an
ensemble approach that consists of many decision trees. Random forest is fast to build decision trees and even fast
to predict. Random forest is the technique, which is applied for both classification and regression problems [15, 7].
The decision Tree learning model has been injected into the Random Forest Models and thus includes the
parameterization, optimization objectives of the decision tree learning model. The random Forest algorithm has
balancing error in class population unbalance datasets. The advantage of Random forest is that it provides multiple
trained decision classifiers for the testing phase. In which the generated forests can be saved for further use and it
offers an experimental method for detecting variable interactions. Ovefitting is the one of the problems in Random
forest for some datasets with noisy classification/regression tasks.

Deep Learning

One of the major challenges of Big Data is scalability of learning algorithms, especially scaling up of machine
learning. Due to the rapid growth of the number of observations scaling-up problem may occur [20]. These kinds
of problems can be handled by Deep learning [21], which is an alternative version of the artificial neural networks.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are having many hidden layers, whose weights are fully connected and often
initialized Deep Belief Networks (DBMs) [22]. DNN has shown great performance in recognition and classification
tasks, including natural language processing, image classification, and traffic flow detection [23]. Overfitting problem
can be caused by incorrect values of the input parameters [7]. In deep learning models, the stochastic gradient
descent(SGD) with a backward propagation approach has been used for learning parameters and scaling–up
machine learning [24]. Overfitting problem can be exhibited from the integration of SGD based backward propagation
technique. The advantage of Deep learning is to improve processing abilities, reducing the computational cost and
complexity.

3. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have explored different types of supervised learning techniques for big data. All the techniques
are suitable for different applications. Rapid Growth of data causes the high dimensionality, complexity, computational
cost, overfitting and scalability problems. These problems can be handled by Machine learning algorithms for Big
Data.
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